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Abstract— Grounded theory has been a fundamental 

concept within qualitative research for decades. While human 

creativity forms an important element during the creation of 

new theories, there have been suggestions in which computers 

might support this creative process. As a result, the 

computational grounded theory framework was introduced. 

Currently, there is a lack of studies that evaluate practical 

performance implications of computational grounded theory 

approaches. This paper aims to contribute by evaluating the 

differences between a manual and an automated keyword 

extraction process; a process that is considered to be important 

during the first stage of the open coding process. Results 

indicate that the outcomes of the automated process are - to 

some extent - in line with the outcomes of the manual process. 

Nonetheless, phi coefficients do not exceed 0.21, meaning that 

the results do not perfectly agree with each other. As a result, 

some keywords might be left out while other unimportant 

words may be labeled as being a keyword. Therefore, although 

automatic keyword extractors can be helpful during the open 

coding process, results should still be cautiously interpreted. 

Moreover, the results indicate that elements of the 

computational grounded theory framework can be 

implemented in practice, without significant different results. 

Keywords— Computational grounded theory; automatic 

keyword extractors; qualitative research; theory development; 

coding process; validity; reliability; RAKE; PRE; SRE; TRE; 

MRE; Yake!; KBERT 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Content analysis is an established method in scientific 

research. One of the main challenges with content analysis 

in general, and hand-coding techniques in particular, is the 

resources (in terms of cost and time) associated with the 

data collection and data analysis. Therefore, one can 

question the scope and depth of textual data analysis. As a  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

result, researchers have been investigating ways to minimize 

resources while maintaining reliability, validity and 

reproducibility. In addition, a more efficient process enables 

the researchers to collect and analyze more (diverse) data 

sources to begin with.  

Two fields that have changed content analysis (and 

continue to do so) are (1) information science and (2) 

computational linguistics [1]-[6]. Both apply supervised 

machine learning, as well as unsupervised machine learning 

to text analysis. This has led to a debate on how to 

incorporate such methods in existing research processes and 

methods without compromising scientific integrity. More 

specifically, it has led to the question how computational 

linguistics can result in higher reliability, validity and 

reproducibility of the results.   

Nelson [7] proposes a methodological framework called 

computational grounded theory which consists of three 

steps: 1) pattern detection using unsupervised methods, 2) 

pattern refinement using guided deep reading and 3) pattern 

confirmation using natural language processing. These steps 

consist of techniques that support the traditional coding 

process within grounded theory: 1) open coding, 2) axial 

coding and 3) selective coding. Often, these techniques are 

tested by comparing and evaluating the information retrieval 

of specific algorithms. However, for practical application, a 

comparison to the results of human coding is preferred [9]. 

Nonetheless, Nelson [7] states that human comparison has 

not been performed very often.  

This paper aims to extend the understanding of the 

application of unsupervised methods for open coding. While 

we in line with previous research consider multiple 

unsupervised techniques, we compare these techniques to 

the results of human coding and treat this coding as our 

benchmark. With these premises, the specific research 
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question addressed is: “How do the results of unsupervised 

methods compare to human coded results?”  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, 

section 2 discusses the literature review which is followed 

by the explanation of the research method in section 3. 

Section 4 describes the data collection and the results are 

presented in section 5. Section 6 the conclusions and 

corresponding discussion. Lastly, limitations and 

propositions for future research are presented in section 7. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

As previously mentioned in the introduction, [7] propose 

a methodological framework in which computers might 

assist during the traditional process of grounded theory. The 

automated process of keyword extraction can be a practical 

interpretation of computer assisted grounded theory. 

A.  (Computational) Grounded Theory 

Grounded theory is considered to be a fundamental 

concept within qualitative research. In contrast to the 

research often conducted within the quantitative field, 

grounded theory does not seek to prove or disprove theories 

that remain to be untested [9]. Rather, the aim of grounded 

theory is to construct theories [9] that can be tested using 

traditional quantitative research methods. Grounded theory 

consists of three main phases, being open coding, axial 

coding and selective coding [10]. During the open coding 

process, key words or key phrases that are believed to be 

related to some phenomenon are extracted from the 

qualitative data [11]. Through systematic analysis and 

constant comparison of the coded data, the relationships 

between phenomena can then be investigated during the 

axial coding process [11]. Thereby, overarching categories 

are created. Lastly, one single core category that overarches 

multiple of the underlying categories is created during the 

selective coding process [10]. 

Despite of the proposed methodological framework of 

[7], the coding process often remains a manual process. In 

addition to the relatively high labor intensity of this manual 

process and the subjectivity across coders, there are also 

plausible limitations in terms of reproducibility [7]. 

Inconsistencies within coded elements from individual 

coders could lead to suboptimal and inaccurate results. As a 

result, independent coders (try to) follow guidelines and be 

as consistent as possible during the coding process [12]. 

Additionally, a retrospective assessment of the quality of the 

coding process is considered to be very important [13]. In its 

most simplistic form, the reliability of multiple coders can 

be assessed by computing the percentage of agreement. 

However, it is argued that this (relatively simple) measure 

can be misleading since it does not take coincidence into 

account [14]. As a result, Krippendorff proposed a more 

conservative method to determine the reliability by taking 

random chance into account [14]. Nonetheless, while these 

measures can be helpful, they are examples of repressive 

measures and checks. If these measures lead to the 

conclusion that the coding process is inconsistent, the labor-

intensive coding process has to be redone in order to prevent 

unsubstantiated theory development. It would be more 

useful if inconsistencies can be minimized to begin with. A 

certain type of automation might form a plausible 

preventive measure.  

B. Automatic Keyword Extraction  

As previously mentioned, key words are selected at the 

beginning of the open coding process. Since these selected 

keywords form the foundation of the grounded theory 

process, it is important that these keywords are the result of 

a consistent process. By using a machine instead of a 

human, inconsistencies might be minimized. The selection 

of keywords is a process that could be done automatically in 

a variety of different manners. Automatic keyword 

extraction is the process in which an algorithm identifies the 

keywords within a collection of texts (corpus). These 

keywords should represent the most useful information 

within the corpus [15]. With the manual open coding 

process in mind, automatic keyword extraction algorithms 

could not only simplify this labor-intensive process but 

could also establish more consistent results. As of now, 

there are numerous algorithms available that each has its 

own approach in determining whether or not a word is a 

keyword [15].  

C. Types of Automtic Keyword Extractors 

Similar to manual coding, it is possible to use multiple 

estimators and aggregate their decision. Within this study, 

there are seven independent algorithms that will be used to 

estimate whether or not a word is a keyword: Rapid 

Keyword Extraction (RAKE), Position Rank Extractor 

(PRE), Single Rank Extractor (SRE), Topic Rank Extractor 

(TRE), Multipartite Rank Extractor (MRE), Yet Another 

Keyword Extractor (Yake!) and Key Bidirectional Encoder 

Representations from Transformers (KBERT). 

RAKE assumes that key phrases usually occur in the 

beginning of a text corpus [16]. Because of this assumption, 

one important parameter is the phrase delimiter (‘,’ and ‘.’ 

for example) which is used to create so called ‘candidate 

experessions’. These candidate expressions are part of a 

sentence/text corpus. Moreover, a second important 

parameter is a list with stopwords. This list is used to 1) 

remove irrelevant words from the tokenized corpus and 2) 

split the corpus to create the candidate expressions. The 

final score is calculated using both the words (exluding 

stopwords) and the candidate expressions. In addition, 

RAKE differentiates itself from comparable algorithms due 

to its simplicity  [17], computational efficiency, speed and 

the ability to work on individual documents [16] 

Nonetheless, the plausible lack of stopwords (which is a 

parameter) might influence the output, resulting in less 

relevant results [16]. 

PRE is a graph based approach in which a vertex 

represents a token and an edge represent a relationship 
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between vertices [15]. For each individual word, PRE 

establishes a graph [18]. Moreover, PRE considers (in 

addition to word position) also the word frequency  [16]. 

Based on this information, words that occur relatively often 

and early within the corpora, receive a greater probability of 

being a keyword [16]. This means that the assumption of 

RAKE could also be applicable to PRE  [16]. In terms of 

performance, PRE seems to perform better compared to the 

TextRank alternative. 

SRE generates a graph for each document based on the 

words in that document. Moreover, it computes the 

corresponding word scores that drive the decision on 

whether or not a word is considered to be a keyword [19]. 

Similar to SRE and PRE, TRE is also a graph-based 

approach. However, it tries to achieve better performance by 

assuming that each document relates to a specific topic. 

Indeed, the addition of this assumption generally leads to a 

better performance in terms of the precision and recall 

evaluation measures, compared to TRE [20].  

MRE is built upon the foundation of TRE and therefore 

has similar assumptions. However, whereas TRE simply 

tries to find relationships between words based on different 

topics, MRE also tries to differentiate the importance of the 

relationships between words within those topics [21]. 

Results indicate that this approach leads to better 

performance, compared to SRE, PRE and TRE [18].  

Whereas PRE seemed to perform better compared to 

TextRank, Yake! seems to perform better than RAKE, 

TextRank and SRE. Comparable to most algorithms, Yake! 

starts with tokenizing the text corpus based on specified 

delimiters. Based on this list of words, five features are 

extracted: casing (does the word start with a capital letter, 

excluding the words at the start of a sentence), word 

position, word frequency, relatedness to context and the 

proportion of sentences that include the word. Due to the 

word position feature, the assumption that more relevant 

words occur in the beginning of a text corpus is (again) 

applicable. The five features are then aggregated into one 

number which will then be used to determine a final score 

[22]. 

KBERT originates from the Bidirectional Encoder 

Representations from Transformers (BERT) algorithm 

which can be used for the creation of word embeddings 

[23]. The input for the BERT algorithm includes three main 

elements: token, segment and position [24]. Therefore, 

BERT differentiates itself from most other word embedding 

architectures that merely use word vectors as input [24]. 

Initial performance results of a (fine-tuned) BERT 

classification model seem to be high with an accuracy of 

97.6% according to a recent study [24]. 

As previously mentioned, most literature focusses on 

performance comparison between algorithms [7] while a 

comparison to the results of human coding is preferred [8]. 

Therefore, this paper aims to evaluate plausible differences 

between manual and automated keyword extraction. In the 

end, while automated results might be more reliable, it does 

not mean that the results are valid. A comparison with a 

manual process is in this context the only way to also take 

validity into consideration. Therefore, the following 

hypothesis will be tested: 

H1.) There is no significant association between the 

results of the automated and manual text coding process. 

III. RESEARCH METHOD 

The goal of this study is to evaluate plausible differences 
between manual and automated text coding. More 
specifically, this paper aims to identify the differences 
between the automated and manual keyword extraction. 
While the consistency of the automated process will be 
higher, it does not mean that the algorithms identify the 
correct key words to begin with. Therefore, it is important to 
compare the automated results to the results of human 
coding. Texts will be assessed by the seven independent 
algorithms and two individual researchers. 

A. Keyword Extraction 

Regarding the automated keyword extraction, seven 
algorithms will be used to identify the most unique and 
relevant words within the text corpus (keywords). For each 
text corpus, the results of these independent algorithms will 
be compared to each other.  

With regard to the manual keyword extraction process, 
two researchers will be selecting the most unique and 
relevant words from the same text corpus. For reliability 
concerns, the results of both researchers will be tested for 
consistency using the inter rater reliability coding method. In 
the situation of a disagreement, both researchers will directly 
discuss and adjust coding accordingly. 

B. Comparison 

In order to meet the primary objective of this study, the 
results of the manual and automated coding process need to 
be compared. This comparison will be made on two levels. 
First, the results of the manual coding procedure are 
compared to the results of each individual algorithm. In 
addition, the results of the manual coding process will be 
compared to an aggregated result. More specifically, if at 
least five out of seven algorithms identify a word as being a 
keyword, we conclude that the general automated approach 
identifies the word as a keyword.  

In addition to descriptive statistics, differences between 
the categories will be tested on significance and effect size. 
While significance will be tested by a chi-square test, effect 
size will be determined by both a phi coefficient and an 
odds-ratio respectively.  

IV. DATA COLLECTION 

The data that will be used for this study, is formed by a 

collection of titles of news articles and online blogs. These 

data have been collected by the research group Future-Proof 

Financial of Zuyd Hogeschool. Over a period of thirteen 

months (January 10th 2021 - February 4th 2022), the data 

have been collected. Because the news articles and online 

blogs are collected from websites of accounting firms, most 
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news articles are related to accounting. On a daily basis, the 

URLs of articles and blogs have been automatically collected 

via the use of web scrapers. Using the URLs of all the blogs 

and articles, the titles can be extracted. The selection of 

accounting firms is based on a verified registration of 

accounting firms that is maintained by the Dutch 

government.  

The final data table consisted of 29.672 rows that each 

represents an URL to an article or blog that was posted by 

one of the 181 sources (websites). Due to duplicate titles, 

177 sources remain of which 19.209 URLs have been 

collected and will be taken into consideration during the 

analyses. 

V. RESULTS 

During the analysis, the 177 sources resulted in 19.209 

titles and thus unique URLs. Moreover, all the titles 

combined consisted of 213.127 words which, on average, 

counted 6.28 characters. Figure 1 shows the relative 

distribution frequency for the number of characters in the 

words. While inspecting Figure 1, it is important to note that 

the Dutch language does not include spaces in word 

compositions. For example, ‘small-scale investment 

deduction’ is written as one single word: 

‘kleinschaligheidsinvesteringsaftrek’. Furthermore, the 

213.127 words and 19.209 titles resulted in an average of 

11.1 words for each title (i.e., text corpus). Figure 2 provides 

the relative distribution frequency for the number of words in 

the corpus. Since some publishers chose to use a brief 

introduction as title section, the distribution is severely right-

skewed. Lastly, out of these 213.127 words, only 15.779 

words were found to be unique throughout the whole data 

set.  

With regards to the statistical tests, all results turned out 

to be highly significant with chi-square values that range 

between +/- 3.000 up to +/- 10.000. This would imply that 

the expected frequencies differ significantly from the 

observed frequencies, meaning that the algorithms either 

significantly agree or disagree with the manual results. With 

phi coefficients ranging between 0.12 and 0.21, we can 

conclude there is not an extraordinary high or low 

association. Nonetheless, the positive coefficients indicate 

that the algorithms significantly agree with the manual 

results. A minimum of 2.49 and a maximum of 4.34 for the 

odds ratios confirm that it is more likely that the algorithms 

do not indicate the word as a keyword, given that the manual 

Figure 1. Relate distribution frequency of number of characters in 

words 

Comparison Chi-square p-value degrees of freedom n phi coefficient odds ratio

Aggregated assessment vs. Manual assessment 7.798.193 0.0 1 213127 0.191 4.019

RAKE vs.  Manual assessment 2.984.758 0.0 1 213127 0.118 2.486

YAKE vs.  Manual assessment 8.836.122 0.0 1 213127 0.205 4.335

PRE vs.  Manual assessment 9.847.433 0.0 1 213127 0.215 4.206

SRE vs. Manual assessment 6.961.978 0.0 1 213127 0.181 3.633

MRE vs. Manual assessment 6.672.700 0.0 1 213127 0.177 3.475

TRE vs. Manual assessment 6.293.304 0.0 1 213127 0.172 3.379

KBERT vs. Manual assessment 6.564.973 0.0 1 213127 0.176 3.433

TABLE I. STATISTICAL RESULTS - AUTOMATED V.S. MANUAL RESULTS 

Figure 2. Relative distribution frequency of number of words in corpus 
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process did not indicate it as a keyword either. For example, 

the odds ratio of 4.34 indicates that it is 4.34 times more 

likely that Yake! does not indicate a word as being a 

keyword, given that the manual process did not indicate the 

word as a keyword either. Interesting to mention is that 

Yake! (X2 (1, 213,127) = 8,836.12, p < 0.01, φ = 0.204) and 

PRE (X2 (1, 213,127) = 9,847.43, p < 0.01, φ = 0.215) 

turned out to have the highest phi coefficient, while both are 

less computationally intensive compared to KBERT. 

Moreover, Yake! and PRE are also the only algorithms that – 

in terms of effect sizes - outperform the aggregated 

assessment (X2 (1, 213,127) = 7,798.19, p < 0.01, φ = 0.191) 

where at least 5 out of 7 algorithms have to agree before 

indicating it as a keyword. Table I shows the contingency 

table for the comparison between the manual results and the 

automated, aggregated assessment. Table II provides the 

results for each individual algorithm and the aggregated 

assessment. Table II shows that, regardless of the algorithm 

used, the results of the automated process are significantly 

associated with the results of the manual process. More 

specifically, the table shows only positive phi coefficients, 

meaning that manual and automated results are significantly 

in line with each other. This implies that we can reject the 

hypothesis stated above. 

VI. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS 

Even though initial results seem promising, there are 

also several limitations to take into account while 

interpreting these results and corresponding conclusions. 

First of all, the data are related to one single area of 

expertise. While this eases the process of selecting coders for 

the manual text coding process, it also limits the degree to 

which the conclusions should be taken into consideration. It 

might be that results are optimal within the 

financial/accounting expertise but not so in the medical field. 

Moreover, only Dutch articles have been covered by the text 

coding process. This might limit the representativeness of the 

results. Most important reason is that most keyword 

extraction algorithms rely (to some extent) on the position of 

words. As a result, the algorithms might become inaccurate 

if a certain language relies on a different structure. Lastly, 

while the titles were often completely written in the Dutch 

language, there were instances in which a title also used 

English terms. This might have limited the accuracy of our 

results since most algorithms require defining the language 

of the text corpus. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

While the theoretical framework of computational 

grounded theory has been published several years ago, it 

seems that practical applications are mostly purely within 

the algorithmic field. As a result, a comparison between the 

performance of algorithms and the performance of the 

manual process is often left out. Moreover, while algorithms 

form an application of automation and therefore deliver 

more reliable results, it does not mean that algorithms also 

deliver valid results. By comparing manual and automated 

results, this study attempted to apply one single element of 

computation grounded theory in practice, outside of the 

purely algorithmic field. The effect sizes imply that, while 

the results of the manual and automated process are 

significantly associated, the phi coefficients are not 

necessarily extraordinary high or low. Nonetheless, no 

algorithm was found to be negatively associated with the 

results of the manual process, indicating that the manual and 

automated results are more often in line with each other than 

that they are not. This indicates that validity – to some 

extent – is warranted. As a result, automatic keyword 

extractors can be a helpful technique during the open coding 

process.  

By automating the identification of important words that 

are labeled in the next stage of the coding process, the 

consistency across manual coders might be improved. 

Moreover, it seems to be plausible that the use of automatic 

keyword extractors leads to a less resource intensive process. 

Nonetheless, automatic keyword extractors should be used 

cautiously since it is likely that there still are false positives 

(found keywords that are not necessarily important) and false 

negatives (important words that are not found by the 

algorithm). This might have severe consequences for the 

next stages of the coding process and therefore, severe 

consequences for the theory development as a whole. 

With regards to future work, limitations that are stated in 

the previous section could be taken into consideration. In 

addition to these limitations, this study solely focuses on one 

single part of the proposed computational grounded theory 

framework. It would be useful to investigate and compare 

machine and human performance with regards to other 

individual elements of the computational grounded theory 

framework. Lastly, it would be interesting to evaluate 

machine and human performance with regards to the 

computational grounded theory framework as a whole. 
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